NOTES
The Charge-Filing Requirement of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act: Accrual and Equitable Modification
INTRODUCTION
In 1967, Congress enacted the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA or "the Act") to protect elderly Americans from discrimination in the workplace. The Act's procedures, however, have been a significant obstacle to workers seeking its relief. One of these procedures is embodied in section 7(d), which requires a claimant to file a charge of age discrimination with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) as a first step toward bringing a federal court suit. 1 The claimant must file the EEOC charge within either 180 or 300 days "after the alleged unlawful practice occurred." 2 Courts have developed differing approaches to two charge-filing period issues. Initially a court must determine when an ADEA cause of action accrues, thus beginning the filing period. Next, it must find if it should equitably modify, or extend, the filing period after the period has started running. The confusion over section 7(d) accrual and equitable modification problems requires resolution for two reasons. First, the stakes in section 7(d) cases are high; the provision has been a significant bar to ADEA claims. 3 Second, as the workforce ages 4 and as ADEA filings correspondingly increase, 5 courts will face a growing number of accrual and equitable modification disputes.
This Note argues that ADEA causes of action should accrue when the plaintiff discovers, or reasonably should have discovered, that she has been injured by an adverse employment action such as discharge, demotion, denial of a position or promotion, or receipt of pay lower than employees doing the same job. Courts should equitably modify the filing period for the time in which the plaintiff reasonably failed to file a charge even though she already knew of the adverse employment action. Such a situation arises largely in two contexts: (1) when an employer engages in active misconduct that keeps the plaintiff from filing timely, or (2) when through no fault of her own the plaintiff did not acquire facts that would indicate that the decision may have been the result of unlawful discrimination. The approach proposed furthers the policy balance suggested by the Act's legislative history, relevant U.S. Supreme Court decisions, and practical policy considerations. Ultimately, ADEA should protect victims of age discrimination in the workplace unless defendants would suffer unfairly from the pursuit of stale claims. ' Part I analyzes ADEA's legislative history and concludes that a sound approach to section 7(d) accrual and equitable modification issues must adhere to the balance Congress struck between a worker's civil rights and an employer's interest in putting past decisions to rest. Part II explores U.S. Supreme Court decisions on accrual and equitable modification in the employment discrimination area. These cases suggest that lower courts should hold that an ADEA cause of action accrues when the plaintiff has notice of the adverse employment action. They also indicate a number of instances in which equitable modification is appropriate. Part III examines the current confusion in the circuits on accrual and equitable modification of the chargefiling period and critically evaluates the major arguments for and against this Note's proposed approach. This Note concludes that courts should hold that an ADEA cause of action accrues when a plaintiff discovers or should have discovered that she has suffered an adverse employment action, and should extend the filing period for the time a plaintiff reasonably failed to file a charge.
I. THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF SECTION 7(D)
This Part analyzes the legislative history of ADEA section 7(d). Section I.A describes how the filing requirement first became part of ADEA. Section I.B examines the Senate's 1978 attempt to eliminate the filing requirement and the resulting compromise which authorized NEWS, Jan. 10, 1993 , at lOA (reporting that some 30,000 workers filed EEOC charges of age discrimination in 1992, up from 17,000 in 1991). See generally John J. Donahue III & Peter Siegelman, The Changing Nature of Employment Discrimination Litigation, 43 STAN. L. REv. 983, 985 (1991) . [Vol. 91:798 equitable modification of the ADEA filing period. Section I.C explores the failed attempts to modify section 7(d)'s accrual language in the 1990 Civil Rights Bill and the 1991 Civil Rights Act. This Part concludes that the filing requirement represents Congress' attempt to balance a worker's right to be free from age discrimination and an employer's interest in repose. Furthermore, because Congress left accrual and equitable modification issues largely to the courts, any proposed approach to these issues must work within the existing framework of case law.
A. The Genesis of Section 7(d)
Congress enacted ADEA in 1967 6 in response to evidence that older Americans, who comprised a growing element of the labor force, suffered discrimination in the workplace. 1 The stated purposes of the new law were "to promote employment of older persons based on their ability rather than age; to prohibit arbitrary age discrimination in employment; [and] to help employers and workers find ways of meeting problems arising from the impact of age on employment." 8 Neither the Johnson administration's version of the bill nor the final House bill included the 180/300-day charge-filing period. The filing provision first appeared in the bill reported by the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare which essentially became the current law:
No civil action may be commenced by any individual under this section until the individual has given the Secretary not less than sixty days' notice of an intent to file such action. Such notice shall be filed -(1) within one hundred and eighty days after the alleged unlawful practice occurred, or (2) [in a deferral state] within three hundred days after the alleged unlawful practice occurred or within thirty days of the individual receiving notice of termination of proceedings under state law, whichever is earlier. 9 The committee added the charge-filing period so that defendants could receive prompt notice of possible litigation and the Secretary would be able to initiate conciliation shortly after the alleged discrimination took place. 10 6. Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, Pub. L. No. 90-202, § 2, 81 Stat. 602 (codified as amended at 29 U.S.C. § 621 (1988 & Supp. II 1990 ).
7. See generally REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF LABOR, THE OLDER AMERICAN WorurnR: AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT, 2-3 (1965) , reprinted in EEOC, LEGISLATIVE HIS-TORY OF THE AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT 16, 20-21 (1981) [hereinafter LEG-ISLATIVE HISTORY].
8. 29 u.s.c. § 62l(b). 9. s. 830, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. § 2(d) (1967) , reprinted in LEGISLATIVE HISTORY, supra note 7, at 130-31. 10. See infra text accompanying note 154.
The Senate 11 and House 12 each passed different versions of ADEA, but ultimately the Senate approved the House bill with a few amendments. Among the amendments adopted was the reinstatement of the .180/300 day filing period as reported out of the Senate Labor Committee.13 In explaining the amendments to the full Senate, Senator Javitz, a key sponsor and floor manager for the bill, stated:
[T]he substance of the amendments ... is that they are intended to answer some of the disquiet in American business .... This bill, which deals with age discrimination in employment, deals with some of the concerns of American business that the legislation would be open ended. These aniendments are expressly designed to fix reasonable standards for regulations ... so that there may be assurance that the bill will be tight and well considered, keeping also in mind the practical problems of administration, and will answer some of the concerns which have been expressed about it.1 4 Senator Williams, the other chief sponsor and floor manager for the bill, agreed that the amendments "tighten[ed] the bill up and improved it." 15 The full Congress incorporated these amendments when it enacted ADEA in 1967. 16 The 1967 legislative history suggests Congress did not want to burden defendants unfairly with its new discrimination law. As part of this effort, the Senate added a short filing period and mandatory conciliation to limit enforcement of the Act. At its very inception, ADEA thus represented a balance between eliminating age bias in the workplace and protecting employers from ancient claims. As the following sections in this Part demonstrate, the balance established in 1967 remains largely the law today.
B. Section 7(d) and the 1978 Amendments
Congress revisited section 7(d) in the ADEA Amendments of 1978, when the Senate proposed to eliminate the 180/300-day chargefiling requirement it had inserted in 1967. Congress used the 1978 amendments primarily to increase the maximum age for ADEA protection from sixty;-five to seventy, thereby delaying the impact on older workers of mandatory retirement programs. 17 As the amendments [Vol. 91:798 made their way through Congress, the Senate also proposed some procedural reforms. 18 Senator Church proposed to eliminate section 7(d)'s requirement that plaintiffs give notice of their intent to sue within 180 or 300 days of the discriminatory act's occurrence. 19 Church noted the Department of Labor's estimates that courts dismissed two thirds of private age discrimination suits on procedural grounds. 2° Church argued, "[o] ne of the most troublesome [procedures] is the 180[/300]-day notice of intent to sue provision, which has proved to be a trap for the unwary or unsophisticated." 21 Church suggested that the shortness of the filing period thwarted the policy behind ADEA: to decide discrimination claims on their merits so as to foster employment of the elderly and eliminate age bias in the workplace. 22 He also pointed out that workers may need more time than that allowed by the filing period to reach agreements with their employers or to decide whether to bring suit. 23 The Labor and Human Relations Committee and full Senate adopted Church's amendment. The committee offered the following reasons for its decision:
In the committee's view, [there are] compelling argument[s] for removing the 180[/300]-day notice requirement entirely. Age discrimination is often much more subtle and less well understood than other forms of discrimination and therefore is often not discovered by the victiin until long after the alleged act has occurred. Furthermore, under this amendment, neither the complainant who fails to file a notice within 180[/300] days nor the prospective defendant will have to go through the prolonged uncertainty they now experience in waiting for the court to rule whether or not the failure to file the notice within 180[/300] days may be excused. 24 The Senate thus sought to adjust the balance struck between plaintiff and defendant interests in 1967 by widening the window for timely ADEA suits. The House version, however, did not contain any modifications of section 7(d 24. 8. REP. No. 493, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 12-13 (1977) , reprinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 504, 515-16; see also 123 CoNG. REc. 834,296 (1977) , reprinted in LEGISLATIVE HISTORY, supra note 7, at 483. 25. H.R. 5383, 95th Cong., 1st 8ess. (1977) reprinted in LEGISLATIVE HISTORY, supra note 7, at 392. The bills proceeded to a conference committee. There, the drafters developed a compromise between the Senate and House proposals that echoed the balance established in 1967. The conferees agreed to maintain the 180/300-day filing requirement, but they also expanded the opportunity for timely charges when they stated the filing requirement would be subject to equitable modification. 26 In addition, the conference bill altered the filing from a "notice of intent to sue" to a "charge." 27 By reducing the substance of the filing requirement from a "notice of intent to sue" to a "charge" of discrimination, the conferees intended to encourage potential ADEA claimants to initiate the statute's remedial procedures, even though they were not yet certain they would sue. 28 The Senate29 and House3o both adopted the conference report and bill, and President Carter signed the bill into law on April 6, 1978. 31 Although the final bill expanded the availability of ADEA relief to plaintiffs who failed to file timely charges because of equitable considerations, Congress rejected the Senate's proposed elimination of the filing period. It thereby clearly demonstrated its desire to preserve "the basic purpose of the notice requirement [-] to provide the Department with sufficient information [to] notify prospective defendants and to provide the Secretary with an opportunity to eliminate the alleged unlawful practices through informal methods of conciliation." 32 The 1978 amendments to section 7(d) therefore continued Congress' policy of balancing private and government pursuit of the statute's remedial goals with the defendant's interest in repose, slightly shifting the balance in favor of claimants.
C. The 1990 Civil Rights Bill and the 1991 Civil Rights Act
The next round of amendments, in the 1990 Civil Rights Restora-26. H.R. CoNF. REP. No. 950, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 12 (1978) No. 95-256, 92 Stat. 189 (1978) . Later, the filing requirement of § 7(d) was amended to insert "the EEOC" in place of "the Secretary." Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978 , 92 Stat. 3781, 43 Fed. Reg. 19807 (May 9, 1978 , reprinted in LEGISLATIVE HISTORY, supra note 7, at 590. Congress approved of this administrative change in the Act of Oct. 19, 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-532, 98 Stat. 2705 (giving congressional approval to all reorganization plans enacted pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § § 901-912 before Oct. 19, 1984 [Vol. 91:798 tion Act, would have significantly altered ADEA section 7(d). If enacted, the section and its counterpart in Title VII would have read:
No civil action may be commenced . . . until 60 days after a charge alleging unlawful discrimination has been filed with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Such a charge shall be filed-(1) within 2 years after the alleged unlawful practice occurred or has been applied to affect adversely the person aggrieved, whichever is later . . . . 33 The proposed language would thus have more than doubled the charge-filing period from six/ten months to two years. It would have also allowed for claims to accrue upon the application of a companywide discriminatory policy, rather than only upon the initial adoption of such a policy by the employer.
The committee and conference reports reveal three reasons behind the proposed amendments. First, the drafters wanted a filing period arrangement that would minimize the dismissal of meritorious claims. 34 Second, the drafters sought to impose a more uniform limitations period for civil rights statutes. 35 Third, Congress wanted to reverse Lorance v. AT&T Technologies, Inc., 36 which held that a Title VII cause of action against an allegedly discriminatory seniority system accrued when the defendant first adopted the system instead of when the-plaintiffs suffered demotions from its application. The drafters wanted to ensure that employees who suffered layoffs, for example, because of a discriminatory policy adopted long before they began work could nonetheless file timely charges both after the adoption of the policy and after their layoffs. 37 The bill did not, however, enjoy universal support. Critics of the filing period amendments in the 1990 Civil Rights Bill stressed two major themes. Initially, they argued that the new filing period com-33. H.R. CoNF. REP. No. 856, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 12 (1990 ). 34. H.R. REP. No. 644, lOlst Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 1, at 72 (1990 . The House Committee on Education and Labor report stated:
This longer limitations period is necessary to ensure that discrimination victims are not precluded from bringing meritorious claims, or from enforcing their rights, by an unreasonably short procedural limitation. The two-year period is designed to permit such victims sufficient time to educate themselves a5 to the federal remedies available for employment discrimination, to find and retain an attorney to represent them, to have the attorney investigate the facts of their claims and research applicable law, and to prepare and file such claims.
Id.
35. Under current law, claims arising from intentional racial discrimination enjoy a two-to six-year statute of limitations under the Civil Rights Act of 1866, 42 U.S. C. § 1981 (1988) , whereas the 180/300-day charge-filing period governs Title VII (governing discrimination on the basis of sex, religion, and national origin, as well as race), and ADEA. See H.R. REP. No. 644, lOlst Cong., 2d Sess., pt. l, at 37 & n.26. 36. 490 U.S. 900, 911 (1989 [36] [37] [73] [74] S. REP. No. 315, lOlst Cong., 2d Sess., [27] [28] [53] [54] promised a longstanding tenet of employment discrimination law: disputes should have prompt and inexpensive resolution for the sake of the claimant, employer, and other employees. 38 Extending the period to bring claims to two years would hardly further this policy. Opponents also believed the "adverse effects" language of the bill would overrule Supreme Court cases other than Lorance. 3 9 These cases held, like Lorance, that discrimination suits accrue when the discriminatory act "occurs" and not when the plaintiff first feels its effects. 40 The difference between these cases and Lorance, however, was that only Lorance involved an allegedly discriminatory companywide policy, which the drafters indicated was the target of the "adverse effects" language. 41 The accrual of an ordinary Title VII or ADEA case, where a single plaintiff brings a discriminatory discharge, demotion, pay or benefits claim, would be unaffected.
President Bush found these criticisms persuasive, and he cited "unreasonable new statutes of limitations" among his reasons for vetoing the bill. 42 Ultimately, the 1990 bill failed to become law when the Senate fell one vote shy of overriding the veto. 43 Congress resurrected the bill in 1991, however, and resubmitted the new form for the ADEA and Title VII charge-filing requirement. 44 The 1991 drafters offered the same reasons for the amendment as found in the 1990 reports: ensuring courts heard meritorious claims, establishing more uniform employment discrimination filing periods, and overturning
Lorance. 45 553, 557 (1977) (finding that "act" of discharge began filing period; lower seniority as a result of neutral seniority system upon reinstatement did not constitute a continuing violation). For the Lorance Court, the "act" triggering a claim arising from a seniority system was the adoption of the system itself, not the discharges and demotions that followed. 490 U.S. at 911 (1989 22-24, 40-41 (1991) , reprinted in U.S.C. C.A.N. 694, employee was aware of the problem when it first occurred." 46 Opponents of the bill also reiterated their fears that it would overturn Supreme Court cases other than Lorance, 4 1 despite assurances from the bill's sponsors that the "adverse effects" language applied only to Lorance situations in which the employer adopted a companywide discriminatory policy.4s · Although the bill the House finally passed responded in part to its critics by shortening the proposed filing period from two years to 540 days, 49 opponents to the amendment won an almost complete victory in the end. The compromise bill worked out by the Bush administration and Congress did not alter the basic 180/300 day filing requirement for ADEA section 7(d) or its Title VII equivalent. The bill did, however, specifically overturn Lorance. so The bill's sponsors were quick to add, though, that they supported other Supreme Court cases which applied to challenges of individual discriminatory decisions rather than discriminatory companywide policies.st The compromise bill passed both Houses with large majorities, and barely a word was spoken about the rejected filing period amendments in the House bill.S2
As in 1978, the 1990 and 1991 Congresses essentially preserved ADEA section 7(d) and the balance it established between eliminating age discrimination and limiting the number of claims. Overturning
Lorance aided ADEA plaintiffs who were challenging companywide discriminatory policies; but the usual ADEA claimants 3 did not receive any new relief from the 1991 Act. In fact, Congress' rejection of further modifications to the charge-filing period suggests an implicit indorsements 4 of the accrual and equitable modification rules for such 46 49. H.R. 1, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. § 117 (1991). 50. Now plaintiffs challenging allegedly discriminatory seniority systems under Title VII may file charges with the EEOC up to 180/300 days after the defendant adopts the system, after the system first includes the employee, or after the system adversely affects the employee, which· ever is latest. customary employment discrimination claims, which this Note's subsequent Parts will explore. The legislative history of ADEA, then, indicates that any proposed approach to section 7(d) timeliness problems must fit within the existing framework of case law, a framework constructed to preserve the balance of interests Congress has forged since ADEA's enactment.
II. SUPREME COURT DOCTRINE This Part analyzes Supreme Court doctrine with respect to limitation periods in other discrimination-based causes of action. It first examines the Court's approach to accrual and then discusses instances in which the Court has found equitable modification appropriate. This Part concludes that any proposed approach to section 7(d) timeliness problems should reflect the Court's doctrine in analogous contexts.
The Supreme Court's clearest statement on when actions for employment discrimination accrue was in Delaware State College v. Ricks. ss The plaintiff in Ricks brought suit under Title VII and section 1981 alleging that the college discriminated against him on the basis of national origin when it denied him tenure. s 6 On March 13, 1974, the college's board of trustees voted to withhold tenure from Ricks and to extend to him a one-year terminal contract. Ricks initiated internal grievance proceedings shortly thereafter. On July 26, 1974, the board sent to Ricks an official notice of its decision. This notice also acknowledged that the results of the grievance procedure might overturn the board's ruling. The board informed Ricks on September 12, 1974 , that it had denied his grievance. His one-year terminal contract expired on June 30, 1975. Ricks filed an EEOC charge on April 28, 1975, and brought his Title VII and section 1981 suits twoand-a-half years later.s1
The District Court dismissed both claims as untimely. It held that the alleged discriminatory event occurred on June 26, 1974, when Ricks received official notice of his tenure denial. His EEOC filing ten months later thus fell outside the 180/300-day period, and his section 1981 suit was not brought within the three-year statute of limitations for that cause of action. ss The court of appeals reversed, holding that the cause of action accrued on June 30, 1975, the date Ricks' employment ended. The court argued that an employer may reverse termination decisions, and that forcing a plaintiff to file suit while still employed by the defendant would engender hostility in the workplace. The court also stated that its accrual-at-termination rule had the bene- [Vol. 91:798 fit of being a "bright line guide" to courts and employers alike.s 9
The Supreme Court reversed. Justice Powell, writing for the majority,. found "the only alleged discrimination occurred -and the filing limitations periods therefore commenced -at the time the tenure decision was made and communicated to Ricks. " 60 Rejecting the termination date as the time of accrual, the Court quoted from another Title VII tenure case with approval: "'[t]he proper focus is upon the time of the discriminatory acts, not upon the time at which the consequences of the acts became most painful.' " 61 The Court also rejected the accrual date which corresponded with final action on Ricks' grievance. In the Court's view, grievance procedures could overturn allegedly discriminatory decisions, but they could not influence their original, illegal making. Thus, an accrual inquiry should focus on when the plaintiff had notice of the alleged discriminatory act, not when he had exhausted all internal remedies for it. 62 Turning to policy, the Court acknowledged that "limitations periods should not commence to run so soon that it becomes difficult for a layman to invoke the protection of the civil rights statutes." 63 But the Court also stated that "limitations periods, while guaranteeing the protection of the civil rights laws to those who promptly assert their rights, also protect employers from the burden of defending claims arising from employment decisions that are long past. " 64 In this case, Ricks was not sufficiently diligent in asserting his rights, and lost his case because of his procedural error.
A subsequent case confirmed the Court's position that discrimination causes of action accrue when the plaintiff has notice of the adverse employment action. In Chardon v. Fernandez, 6 s the Court upheld the district court's dismissal of a section 1983 suit alleging discriminatory discharge for exercising First Amendment rights. The Court held, as in Ricks, that the plaintiffs' causes of action accrued when they first learned of their pending discharges, not when they actually ceased working. 66 Ricks and Chardon provide support for the notion that the ADEA charge-filing period begins to run when the plaintiff has notice that she has suffered an adverse employment action. Because the Court has often relied on Title VII precedent in resolving ADEA disputes, and vice versa, 67 Ricks is especially persuasive. A valid approach to accrual of ADEA claims should thus reflect Ricks and Chardon's reasoning. Though the adverse employment actions in these two cases "occurred" before the plaintiffs received official word, the Court refrained from beginning the filing period until the plaintiffs knew their employers had reached harmful decisions. The Court believed this approach best balanced an employer's interest in protection from old claims and a worker's civil rights. 6s
The Court also has offered guidance on how equitable modification should affect this balance. In analyzing equitable modification in employment discrimination cases, the Supreme Court has stated repeatedly that equitable relief should lie where "the complainant has been induced or tricked by his adversary's misconduct into allowing the filing deadline to pass. " 69 The Court also has embraced equitable modification for filing employment discrimination suits 7 o in the following circumstances: (1) 453, 458 (1990) (holding plaintiff's complaint untimely because he failed to file within required period after his attorney's receipt of the EEOC's notice-to-sue letter); see also Baldwin County Welcome Ctr. v. Brown, 466 U.S. 147, 151 (1984) (per curiam) (refusing to toll 90-day suit-filing period for private Title VII actions for plaintiff who had sought appointment of counsel, and who had timely filed both her right-to-sue letter from the EEOC and a letter of her own alleging the basis of her suit); Zipes v. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 455 U.S. 385, 393 (1982) ("We hold that filing a timely fritle VII] charge of discrimination with the EEOC ••• is subject to waiver, estoppel, and equitable tolling.").
70. The Supreme Court has considered equitable modification in the employment discrimination context largely with respect to the 30-or 90-day suit filing requirements of Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § § 2000e-5(t)(l), 2000e-16(c), which apply after the government has attempted to conciliate the case following the filing of a charge. See, e.g., Irwin v. Veterans Admin., 111 S. Ct. 453 (1990) (construing § 2000e-16(c) ); Baldwin County Welcome Ctr. v. Brown, 466 U.S. 147 (1984) (construing § 2000e-5(t)(l)). Nonetheless, the suit-filing cases indicate the Supreme Court's willingness to modify employment discrimination limitation periods for worthy plaintiffs. They are therefore a useful analogy for equitable modification of the ADEA charge-filing requirement.
71. Irwin, 111 S. Ct. at 458; Crown, Cork & Seal Co. v. Parker, 462 U.S. 345, 353-54 (1983) (" '[C]ommencement of a fritle VII] class action suspends the applicable statute of limitations as to all asserted members of the class who would have been parties had the suit been permitted to continue as a class action.' ") (quoting American Pipe & Constr. Co. v. Utah, 414 U.S. 538, 554 (1974) ).
[Vol. 91:798 plaintiff that she could sue and must file suit within so many days; 72 (3) when "a motion for appointment of counsel is pending and equity would justify tolling the statutory period until the motion is acted upon"; 73 (4) when "the court has led the plaintiff to believe that she had done everything required of her''; 74 (5) when the plaintiff has acted diligently; 75 and (6) when there is an absence of undue prejudice to the defendant. 76 The Court has therefore indicated that equitable modification can and should benefit employment discrimination plaintiffs who fail to file timely through no fault of their own. In considering equitable modification problems in the ADEA charge-filing context, courts should adopt an approach that accommodates the equitable modification policy the Court has identified.
In addition to noting the balance Congress struck in section 7(d) evident in its legislative history, lower courts facing accrual and equi- 79 In Cada, a panel of the Seventh Circuit confronted the question of when the ADEA charge-filing period should begin to run. On May 5, 1987, the plaintiff, sixty-four year-old Joseph Cada, learned from one of his supervisors, Mr. Becks, that his employer would fire him as part of a departmental reorganization. After his meeting with Becks, Cada went to the personnel office and picked up some out-placement forms and benefit information. Cada also approached his official supervisor, Mr. Stauner, who formally confirmed Cada's termination in a meeting between the two on May 22: On July 7, Cada's replacement, a young woman, began work. Cada's employment with defendant Baxter Healthcare ended three weeks later. Cada did not file an EEOC charge until March 4, 1988, which was more than 300 days after the May 5 meeting but less. than 300 days after his meeting with Stauner and his final discharge from work. so The district court granted defendant's µiotion for summary judgment and dismissed Cada's suit on timeliness grounds. It held the filing period began to run on May 5, 1987, the date Cada 'learned from Becks of his termination. Because Cada failed to file an EEOC charge within 300 days of this date, his charge was untimely. 8 1
The Seventh Circuit affirmed. 82 The court began its analysis by identifying two lines of reasoning which apply to section 7(d) limitation problems: accrual and tolling. Accrual "is the date on which the statute of limitations begins to run." 83 EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION 371 (1988 & Supp. 1990 ). This approach is implicit in Cada and other cases.
92. The court also mentioned "plaintiff's incapacity and the defendant's fugitive status" as alternative grounds for equitable modification. 920 F.2d at 450.
93. 920 F.2d at 450-51.
tiff has discovered, or, as required by the discovery rule, should have discovered, that the defendant injured him, and denotes efforts by the defendant -above and beyond the wrongdoing upon which the plaintiff's claim is founded -to prevent the plaintiff from suing in time.9 4 Cada attempted to invoke the doctrine on the grounds that the reorganization plan, which ostensibly was the reason for his discharge, constituted a "ruse to conceal the plan to fire him because of his age." 95 The court rejected this argument, stating that it "merge[d] the substantive wrong [of age discrimination] with the tolling doctrine." 96 For the court, the act of concealing age discrimination was part of the wrongdoing itself. Such concealment thus enjoyed the protection of the limitations period, and should not serve as grounds for suspending that period. Indeed, in the court's opinion, finding a defendant subject to equitable estoppel every time it failed to tell the plaintiff it had discriminated against him on the basis of age "would eliminate the statute of limitations in age discrimination cases. "97 This analysis conflicts with other parts of the opinion. The court earlier stated that equitable estoppel would lie if Baxter Healthcare had given Cada "forged documents purporting to negate any basis for supposing that Cada's termination was related to his age." 98 It did not explain, however, why an attempt to refute age discrimination in the form of written documents could toll the filing period while an effort to achieve the same results through oral statements would not. Similarly, the court later stated that if a plaintiff shows the defendant actively misled him, he has made out a case for equitable estoppel. 99 Although an employer is under no duty to disclose to an employee any discriminatory motives behind its decision, providing an employee with a specific, nondiscriminatory explanation appears to qualify as an "active step[] to prevent the plaintiff from suing in time" 100 because it may deflect a plaintiff's suspicions of possible age discrimination.
Cada's last possibility for avoiding summary judgment was the doctrine of equitable tolling. The court asserted that equitable tolling "permits a plaintiff to avoid the bar of the statute of limitations if despite all due diligence he is unable to obtain vital information bearing 69, 73 (1st Cir. 1982) , the court decided not to apply equitable estoppel because the employer had refused to give a reason for plaintiff's discharge. The court noted, however, that tolling would be appropriate if the employer had actively misled the plaintiff by giving a "phony reason for his discharge." 691 F.2d at 71; see also infra note 143 and accompanying text. [Vol. 91:798 on the existence of his claim." 101 Like equitable estoppel, it is distinct from accrual in that "the plaintiff is assumed to know that he has been injured, so that the statute of limitations has begun to run .... " 102 Equitable tolling differs from equitable estoppel in that it "does not assume a wrongful -or any -effort by the defendant to prevent the plaintiff from suing." Rather, it addresses situations where the plaintiff "cannot obtain information necessary to decide whether the injury is due to wrongdoing and, if so, wrongdoing by the defendant." 103 Equitable tolling, then, potentially gives a plaintiff more time to file after he learns that unlawful discrimination may have been at play, even if he earlier had notice of the adverse employment action.
The court drew a further distinction between equitable tolling and the doctrines of accrual and equitable estoppel. These last two doctrines, the court stated, delayed the running of the filing period for the full time in which the plaintiff fails to discover his injury or suffers from employer misconduct. 104 In contrast, "a plaintiff who invokes equitable tolling to suspend the statute of limitations must bring suit within a reasonable time after he has obtained, or by due diligence could have obtained, the necessary information [supporting a possible ADEA claim]." 1 os In making this distinction, the court reasoned that "[equitable tolling] is, after all, an equitable doctrine. It gives the plaintiff extra time if he needs it. If he doesn't need it there is no basis for depriving the defendant of the protection of the statute of limitations."106 The court added that plaintiffs should benefit less from equitable tolling than equitable estoppel because equitable tolling "adjusts the [limitation period] rights of two innocent parties." 107 The opinion further noted that age discrimination suits have short statutes of limitation to insulate employers from the unnecessary accumulation of back pay liability, and that "promiscuous application of tolling doctrines" would "trivialize" this important interest. 108 Finally, the panel did not believe that adopting an automatic extension rule for equitable tolling would ease a court's ability to administer these disputes: "Inquiry would shift from how much time the plaintiff needed after he discovered the essential information bearing on his claim in order to prepare his complaint to how much information really was essential." 109 Applying its equitable tolling doctrine to the facts, the court believed Mr. Cada could have made out an adequate charge on July 7.
On that date he knew that his employer would fire him and that his replacement was a young woman. 110 Nonetheless, Cada waited eight months after that date to file his charge. 111 For the court this period was more than a reasonable time, so equitable tolling would not save Cada's action. 112 Cada v. Baxter Healthcare, Inc., provides a full, if sometimes flawed, analysis of the accrual and equitable modification problems that arise under section 7(d). The following sections compare the Cada approach to those developed in other circuits, first with respect to accrual and then equitable modification; These sections will illustrate the conflicts this Note seeks to resolve.
B. Other Approaches to Accrual
Most circuits that have passed on the accrual problem are in accord with the Cada notice of adverse employment action rule. 113 Some of these courts also parallel Cada by making explicit a "reasonable person" test to discovery by holding that the EEOC charge-filing period begins when the employee discovered, or should have discovered, that she had suffered an adverse employment action. 114 The reasonableness element is important because it shifts the balance of equities to the employer; an employer will not have to go to trial against a plaintiff who unreasonably failed to discover that she was the victim of, say, a lower paycheck. A plaintiff can also file timely if she should have known enough facts to file a charge. Adding the question of what was a reasonable time for the plaintiff to file a charge after she discovered she had a possible ADEA claim thus increases a court's burden. 110. 920 F.2d at 452. 111. 920 F.2d at 452. Asked when he first thought of filing with the EEOC, Cada responded, "When I started kicking myself in the fanny for letting it go so long." 112. 920 F.2d at 453. 113. E.g., Parrish v. Ford Motor Co., 953 F.2d 1384 (6th Cir. 1992 ) (unpublished opinion) (available in WESTLAW) ("As a general rule, the limitations period in an employment discrimination case begins to run on the date upon which the employee first learns or should have learned of the adverse employment action."); Amburgey v. Cohart Refractories Corp., 936 F.2d 805, 810 (5th Cir. 1991 ) ("The time period generally begins to run when the employee receives notice of the allegedly discriminatory decision, not when the employment actually ceases."); Colgan v. Fisher Scientific Co., 935 F.2d 1407 , 1420 (receipt of bad evaluation, because of its tentative nature, did not begin EEOC filing period absent a showing that plaintiff knew the evaluation made him vulnerable to discharge), cert denied, 112 S. Ct. 379 (1991); Olson v. Mobil Oil Corp., 904 F.2d 198, 200 (4th Cir. 1990 ) ("The 180-day limitations period for an ADEA action arising out of a job termination commences when the employee is informed of his termination ... even if he is not then aware of its discriminatory nature."); Economu v. Borg-Warner Corp., 829 F.2d 311, 315 (2d Cir. 1987 ) (filing period began to run no later than when the plaintiff's attorney received notice that plaintiff would be terminated).
114. Cada, 920 F.2d at 451; Clark v. Resistofiex Co., 854 F.2d 762, 765 (5th Cir. 1988 ); Linn v. Andover Newton Theological Sch., 642 F. Supp. 11, 13 (D. Mass. 1985) ; see also Miller v. Beneficial Mgt. Corp., 776 F. Supp. 936, 955-57 (D.N.J. 1991 ) (plaintiff had constructive knowledge that she was receiving less pay and would not receive promotion). [Vol. 91:798 makes out a case for a continuing violation, either in the form of a systemic discriminatory policy still in effect or a series of discriminatory acts, one of which occurs within the filing period.11s Continuing violation theory, then, makes it possible for some plaintiffs to litigate discrimination that took place long before they filed a charge. One circuit court has rejected the majority accrual rule, at least in the pay discrimination context under ADEA. In Hamilton v. 1st Source Bank, 116 the Fourth Circuit, sitting en bane, faced a case which began when the defendant bank fired fifty-nine year-old J.D. Hamilton. Hamilton filed a timely EEOC charge claiming discriminatory discharge on the basis of age. During discovery on the discharge issue, he learned that the bank had paid him less than younger employees in his job category. Thus, under the Cada framework for accrual and equitable tolling, Hamilton discovered simultaneously that he suffered the adverse employment action of lower pay, and that his employer may have wrongfully discriminated against him because his pay was less than younger employees. The Cada court would no doubt have held that Hamilton's pay claim accrued only upon discovery of the lower pay, and, if it took him longer to discover that his pay was lower vis-a-vis younger employees, equitable tolling might apply. Seventeen months after receiving his last paycheck, Hamilton filed a new EEOC charge alleging pay discrimination. 117 A jury awarded Hamilton $15,135 on his pay claim and $198,000 on his discharge claim.11s
115. E.g., Parrish v. Ford Motor Co., 953 F.2d 1384 (6th Cir. 1992 ) (unpublished opinion) (available in WESTLAW) (continuing violation doctrine may apply to failure to promote situation); Davidson v. Indiana-American Water Works, 953 F.2d 1058 , 1059 -60 (7th Cir. 1992 ) (recognizing possibility of continuing violation if plaintiff shows an ongoing pattern of discrimination, one of whose events occurred within the filing period); Gray v. Phillips Petroleum Co., 858 F.2d 610, 614-15 (10th Cir. 1988 ) ("Where plaintiffs challenge not just one incident or isolated incidents of conduct violative of the ADEA, but an unlawful practice involving several incidents, a charge filed with the EEOC is timely when it is filed within 180 days of the termination of the policy and practice adversely affecting the plaintiffs.''); Cook v. Pan American World Airlines, Inc., 771 F.2d 635, 646 (2d Cir. 1985 The Fourth Circuit reversed in part and held that Hamilton's pay discrimination claim accrued when he received his last paycheck. 119 .By timing accrual to receipt of pay and not notice of lower pay, the court asserted a strict occurrence-of-injury rule for pay discrimination cases. Although the Hamilton court acknowledged that Ricks requires the plaintiff to have some .notice of the adverse employment action before the filing period commences, it refused to determine when Hamilton had sufficient knowledge that he was receiving less money than coworkers. 120 Such an inquiry would, it believed, "soon mire courts in speculative debates about the exact degree of employee awareness ... [,] a debate that would strip statutory limitations periods of the simplicity and predictability that serviceable legal rules require." 121 The Hamilton court further justified its occurrence rule by correctly noting that section 7( d) itself makes no mention of notice or discovery. 122 Such a narrow reading of the statute, however, again disregards Ricks' notice analysis. The Hamilton court also used this reading selectively, for it failed to reverse its own decisions holding a discovery-of-injury rule governs discriminatory discharge.1 23 Finally, the court invoked the repose and loss of evidence policies behind statutes of limitations to support a strict occurrence rule. 124 This argument also fails. Limitation policies apply equally to the discriminatory discharge context, yet the Hamilton court would use them as special support for an occurrence rule affecting only pay discrimination victims.
The Hamilton occurrence-of-injury rule for pay discrimination represents a significant theoretical break with other circuits on the accrual issue. Current Fourth Circuit law dictat~ that, in effect, pay discrimination plaintiffs will have more difficulty filing a charge than discharge claimants because the former may not discover the adverse employment action of lower pay until long after receipt of their last paycheck. Such a rule is in sharp contrast with the notice of adverse employment action rule articulated in Cada. The next section evaluates the two approaches in the context of ADEA's legislative history, Supreme Court doctrine, and practical considerations.
C. Occu"ence and Notice Accrual Analysis Compared
The Hamilton approach to accrual, namely that the EEOC charge-119. 928 F.2d at 90. 120. 928 F.2d at 88-89. 121. 928 F.2d at 89. The court's rejection of any kind of notice requirement seems especially unjust in Hamilton because the plaintiff offered proof that the employer discouraged discussions of salary by employees. 928 F.2d at 89 n.3.
122. 928 F.2d at 87-88. 123. 928 F.2d at 88-90. 124. 928 F.2d at 89-90. [Vol. 91:798 filing period begins to run when the plaintiff, for example, receives less money rather than when he had notice of lower pay, has an initial attractiveness. An occurrence rule would relieve courts from considering what the plaintiff knew when, and allow them to focus on when the adverse employment action itself happened. 125 An occurrence rule would also provide additional protection to employers from past claims by starting, and thus ending, the charge-filing period sooner. In section 7{d) Congress clearly intended to protect employers at some point from the risk of litigating past claims. The Hamilton approach therefore seems to fulfill a congressional goal.1 2 6 Nevertheless, the weight of policy, as well as authority, 127 supports adoption of the discovery rule: the ADEA charge-filing period should begin to run when the plaintiff discovers, or reasonably should have discovered, that she has been injured by an adverse employment action. Such a rule sufficiently protects the interest in simplicity and repose that motivated the Hamilton court. In terms of simplicity, exactly when a plaintiff discovered or should have discovered an injury is a question of fact which courts resolve routinely. 128 Indeed, all but the Hamilton court find this burden on the judiciary bearable, especially in light of the stakes involved for a plaintiff who faces no recourse if section 7(d) bars her suit. 129 Similarly, the suggested approach adequately preserves an employer's interest in repose. ADEA claimants still have only six to ten months after discovery to file their charges, less time than plaintiffs bringing analogous federal claims. 130 In further fairness to employers' repose concerns, the proposed approach requires plaintiffs to demonstrate the reasonableness of any delay in uncovering their injuries. 131 If, for example, Mr. Hamilton had been the payroll officer at 1st Source Bank, and thus knew or could have discovered the salaries of his cohorts, the discovery rule should bar his claim as untimely.
The strongest argument for the proposed approach, however, rests with the Act itself. ADEA first and foremost is a remedial statute, warranting liberal interpretation of its provisions. thereby remove age-based barriers in the American workplace. 133 Courts should not read the procedures of section 7(d) so narrowly as to thwart Congress' effort to end age discrimination and make its victims whole through the private action process. 134 While a discovery rule does place an additional burden on employers and courts who must deal with ADEA cases, the equities behind the statute demand it.
Hamilton not only breaks from the near uniformity of agreement on a discovery rule for accrual of employment discrimination claims, but it also fails to provide a compelling reason for its break. Instead, it is the notice of adverse employment action analysis which best fu1fills the purposes and interpretation of civil rights statutes like ADEA.
The following sections turn to the equitable modification issue.
D. Other Approaches to EquitafJle Modification1 3 s
Congress and the courts agree that the ADEA 180/300-day EEOC charge-filing requirement is akin to a statute of limitations, and thus equitable modification is available to ADEA claimants. 136 Courts disagree, however, over exactly when equitable modification is appropriate. Section 111.D.1 discusses equitable estoppel and section 111.D.2 examines equitable tolling.
Equitable Estoppel
Many courts are in general accord with the Cada formulation, allowing equitable estoppel if an employer takes active steps to keep the worker from filing on time. 137 Implicit in the notion of equitable es- [Vol. 91:798 toppel, and made explicit by some courts, is that a plaintiff must have reasonably relied on the employer's misconduct to assert equitable estoppel.138 The test of reasonable reliance is important because it benefits employers subject to equitable modification. An employer who tried to keep a plaintiff from suing may get away with it if it can show the employee was unreasonable in relying on such conduct. Equitable estoppel, then, is not as big a burden on employers as it first appears.
Courts are unanimous in saying that equitable estoppel lies if the employer tells the worker it will not plead the limitations defense 139 or misleads the worker as to the filing period's length. 140 Courts also generally agree that equitable estoppel will not apply to an employer who provides gratuitous severance benefits. 141 Consensus in the courts on equitable estoppel starts to break down, however, in other fact situations. For instance, courts disagree on whether an employer's offer of economic inducements not to file should toll the 180/300 day period.142 Courts also differ on whether an employer's active misreprecourts quote the definition of equitable estoppel found in Price v. Litton Business Sys., Inc., 694 F.2d 963, 965-66 (4th Cir. 1982) :
The [EEOC filing period] will not be tolled on the basis of equitable estoppel unless the employee's failure to file in timely fashion is the consequence either of a deliberate design by the employer or of actions that the employer should unmistakably have understood would cause the employee to delay filing his charge. An employee's hope for rehire, transfer, promotion or a continuing employment relationship ..
• cannot toll the statute absent some employer conduct likely to mislead an employee into sleeping on his rights.
See also Wheeldon v. Monon Corp., 946 F.2d 533, 537 (7th Cir. 1991); Clark v. Resistoftex Co., 854 F.2d 762, 769 (5th Cir. 1988); Cook v. Pan American World Airways, Inc., 771 F.2d 635, 646 (2d Cir. 1985 ), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 1109 (1986 . 138. See Naton v. Bank of Cal., 649 F.2d 691, 696 (9th Cir. 1981 ) (stating that a finding of estoppel must rest on consideration of the plaintiff's reliance, the defendant's improper purpose or knowledge, and the purpose of the ADEA limitations period). Many courts have made reference to one or both of the first two factors of the Naton formula, but have left out the third. See, e.g., Hamilton v. Komatsu Dresser Indus., Inc., 964 F.2d 600, 606 (7th Cir. 1992 140. E.g., Dillman v. Combustion Engr., Inc., 784 F.2d 57, 61 (2d Cir. 1986 ). 141. E.g., O'Malley v. GTE Serv. Corp., 758 F.2d 818, 822 (2d Cir. 1985 ) (employer's assurance that employee would receive retirement benefits was not grounds for equitable estoppel, even when employer did not send application for them until after the filing period elapsed); 739 F.2d 357, (extension of severance benefits and assistance in finding new work in this case was not affirmative misconduct to lull plaintiff into not filing), cert. denied, 469 U. S. 1036 (1984) . But cf Aronsen v. Crown Zellerbach, 662 F.2d 584, 595 (9th Cir. 1981 ) (court remanded case to determine if plaintiff was reasonably inhibited from filing a charge by fears of losing severance benefits, early retirement options, and company aid in finding work), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1200 (1983) . 142. Compare Clark v. Resistoftex Co., 854 F.2d 762, 769 (5th Cir. 1988 ) (equitable estoppel may lie where employer threatened to revoke severance agreement if employee did anything against the employer) and Felty v. Graves-Humphreys Co., 785 F.2d 516, 520 (4th Cir. 1986) ("[A] generous severance arrangement conditioned upon compliance with a code of silence [regarding the discharge] would be a powerful inducement that might well lure an older worker into failing to defend his rights.") with Magley v. Chicago Title Ins. Co., 719 F.2d 289, sentation of the reason for discharge constitutes possible grounds for estoppel.1 43 Finally, there is a dispute over the effect.of an employer's attempts to find a discharged employee other work. Some courts hold that this constitutes possible grounds for equitable estoppel because it may lull an employee to delay filing a charge. 144 Other courts are less sympathetic to a plaintiff making this argument. 145 These disagreements over equitable estoppel warrant uniform resolution; otherwise, plaintiffs or employers in one circuit may enjoy more protection than their counterparts elsewhere.
Equitable Tolling
The circuits also have described different situations for equitable tolling. Many courts agree with Cada that a diligent plaintiff who nevertheless fails to uncover facts forming the basis for an ADEA claim Cir. 1983 ) (upholding waiver of right to sue in return for staying on the payroll long enough to qualify for additional benefits) and Soderlund v. Ben Franklin, 41 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) 1709 , 1711 (N.D. m. 1986 ) (upholding what was effectively a waiver of right to sue in return for severance pay). A handful of cases hold that an employer's entry into settlement negotiations with the employee is, without more, insufficient grounds for equitable modification. E.g., Salazar v. AT&T, 715 F. Supp. 351, 355 (S.D. Fla. 1989) . But see Cerbone v. International Ladies' Garment Workers Union, 768 F.2d 45, 49-50 (2d Cir. 1985) (settlement negotiations may constitute equitable estoppel if plaintiff reasonably relies thereon).
_143. Compare, e.g., Coda, 920 F.2d at 451 (employer's alleged misrepresentation that discharge was result of reorganization plan is insufficient grounds for equitable estoppel) and Heideman v. PFL, Inc., 904 F.2d 1262 , 1266 (8th Cir. 1990 ) (plaintiff failed to show nexus between employer's misrepresentation of reason for discharge and failure to file timely because at time of discharge he suspected age discrimination), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 676 (1991) and Olson v. Mobil Oil Corp., 904 F.2d 198, 202 (4th Cir. 1990 ) (equitable tolling did not lie for employer's alleged misrepresentation of reason for discharge because employee had sufficient facts to file a charge at time of termination) with, e.g., Rhodes v. Guiberson Oil Tools Div., 927 F.2d 876, 82 (5th Cir.) (employer's misleading statement that it discharged plaintiff as part of a workforce reduction and would consider rehiring him estopped it from asserting untimeliness; only plaintiffs who diligently pursue their rights can enjoy this protection), cert. denied, 112 S. Ct. 198 (1991) and Meyer v. Riegel Prods. Corp., 720 F.2d 303, 307-08 (3d Cir. 1983 ) (equitable tolling may lie where employer misrepresented reason for discharge), cert. dismissed, 465 U. S. 1091 (1984) and Wilkerson v. Siegfried Ins. Agency, Inc., 621 F.2d 1042 , 1045 (10th Cir. 1980 ) (allegation that employer misrepresented reason for discharge may be grounds for equitable estoppel). 144. E.g., Rhodes, 927 F.2d at 879-81 (employer's promise it would consider rehiring plaintiff constituted partial grounds for finding of estoppel); Bonham v. Dresser Indus., Inc., 569 F.2d 187, 193 (3d Cir. 1977 ) (employer may be estopped from asserting ADEA filing period defense if it sent positive signals to employee of alternative employment in the company after discharge), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 821 (1978) ; see also Dillman v. Combustion Eng., Inc., 784 F.2d 57, 61 (2d Cir. 1986 ) (usual grounds for equitable estoppel is "some bad faith promise of reinstatement that caused the employee to delay filing his EEOC claim").
145. E.g., Costello v. Boy Scouts of Am., 930 F.2d 27 (9th Cir. 1991 ) (unpublished opinion) (available in WESTLAW) (employer's efforts to find employee another job within organization are not grounds for equitable estoppel); Price v. Litton Business Sys., Inc., 694 F.2d 963, 965-66 (4th Cir. 1982 ) (an employer's aggressive efforts to find a discharged employee other work in the company did not constitute equitable estoppel absent a showing the employer acted deliberately to thwart the employee's filing or acted with knowledge that this would occur).
One should note also that courts often use the term equitable tolling when referring to employer misconduct. E.g., Barrow v. New Orleans S.S. Assn., 932 F.2d 473, 478 (5th Cir. 1991) ; Heideman v. PFL, Inc., 904 F.2d 1262 , 1266 -67 (8th Cir. 1990 ), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 676 (1991 ; Stark v. Dynascan Corp., 902 F.2d 549, 551 (7th Cir. 1990 ). [Vol. 91:798 can invoke equitable tolling to escape the limitations bar. 146 Some of these courts have refined this approach so that once the plaintiff can make out a prima facie ADEA case, the filing period resumes running. 
•• ").
A plaintiff could make out a prima facie case for discriminatory discharge if she could show (1) she was a member of the protected class, (2) she was discharged, (3) she was replaced by someone she knew or believed to be outside the protected class, and (4) she believed she was Finally, other opinions have stated the following events are also possible grounds for equitable tolling of the ADEA charge-filing period:
(1) an employer's failure to post the notice required by ADEA section 8; 149 in this case, equitable tolling will lie until the plaintiff gains actual knowledge of her ADEA rights 150 or constructive knowledge by retaining an attomey; 151 (2) the EEOC or other government agency misrepresents the necessity of filing or the period's length;1 52 (3) the employee files in the wrong forum; 15 3 or (4) application of the tolling doctrine will fulfill the purposes behind section 7(d). 154 Courts have defined these purposes to be "providing the government an opportunity to conciliate while the complaint is fresh and giving early notice to the employer of possible litigation."1 5 5 [Vol. 91:798 Courts, then, have identified numerous situations in which equitable modification of the ADEA charge-filing period may apply. The next section draws from these situations to develop an analysis of equitable modification that furthers the goals of the Act.
E. Proposed Approach to ADEA Section 7(d) Equitable
Modification 156 H an employer has engaged in active misconduct to delay the plaintiff from filing a charge, courts should estop that employer from using the limitation defense. 15 7 More specifically, equitable estoppel should apply (1) when the plaintiff has shown that the employer misled her by affirmative acts on which the plaintiff reasonably relied, 158 or (2) when the employer failed to post ADEA notices and it cannot demonstrate that the worker was generally aware from another source of her age discrimination rights. 159 Equitable tolling should apply until the plaintiff knows or reasonably should know facts making up a prima facie case of age discrimination. 160 The arguments for the proposed approach to equitable modification are similar to those used to justify the discovery-of-injury approach to accrual. The filing period should not begin running too soon to leave plaintiffs unable to vindicate their rights. 161 Nevertheless, doctrines of equitable modification should not destroy the repose provided by the limitation period. 162 The proposed equitable estoppel notice of the adverse employment decision without more constitutes sufficient information to suspect discrimination. See, e.g., Mull v. ARCO Durethene Plastics, Inc., 784 F.2d 284, 291 (7th Cir. 1986 rule properly balances these concerns. The theory underlying equitable estoppel is that an employer should not profit from her wrong. 163 This policy should work to suspend the filing period if the employer misrepresented the reasons for making the adverse employment action, 164 promised the employee alternative job opportunities which it did not in good faith try to generate, 165 or failed to post the required ADEA notice. 166 An employer's use of benefits as an inducement not to file is also suspect, unless she executes a valid waiver with the employee. 167 To invoke equitable estoppel successfully, however, a plaintiff must show that he reasonably relied on any alleged affirmative misconduct of the employer. 168 In failure-to-post cases, the employer also will have the opportunity to avoid liability by showing that the plaintiff had actual or constructive knowledge of age discrimination rights. 169 The proposed equitable tolling standard also has limits; it tolls the filing period only until the plaintiff can make out a prima facie case. The plaintiff should not be able to escape the charge-filing requirement by stating she did not know about it. 170 To insist on tolling the period until plaintiffs know exactly the time in which to file would nullify the short statute of limitations period that Congress has maintained since ADEA's enactment. Once a plaintiff can make out a prima facie case, 171 she has no excuse for failing to exercise her rights promptly, absent a showing of employer actions requiring equitable estoppel. A prima facie test for equitable tolling also fulfills the purposes of the short filing period: prompt notice to the employer and an early chance for government conciliation. 172 As soon as the plaintiff has enough facts to suspect discrimination, a suspended filing period will restart and trigger the notice and conciliation at the core of section 7(d).
The proposed equitable tolling rule would, however, suspend the filing period for the duration of the plaintiff's rea8onable ignorance of her claim. Plaintiffs should have the full period Congress intended for them to exercise their rights, 173 and not just a "reasonable time" as urged by Cada. The Cada court did not cite any authority for this additional limitation on a plaintiff's right to assert an ADEA claim. Given the importance of eliminating age discrimination in the workplace, and the significant procedural hurdles ADEA claimants already face, courts should hesitate to complicate further section 7(d) analysis.
CONCLUSION
Since ADEA's enactment, courts have struggled with applying section 7(d)'s provisions requiring prospective plaintiffs to file discrimination charges with the EEOC. This Note has argued that claims should accrue when a plaintiff discovers or should have discovered that she has suffered an adverse employment action. In other words, the filing period should commence when she receives notice that she has been discharged, demoted, or paid less than coworkers, not when such events occur before or without notice. Similarly, diligent plaintiffs who know that they have been injured but who are unable to make out a prima facie ADEA case, or those who reasonably rely on employer misconduct, should enjoy equitable modification of section 7(d)'s filing period.
The proposed approach for accrual and equitable modification of the ADEA charge-filing requirement reflects the balance of interests struck by the legislative history of the Act, relevant Supreme Court decisions, and the array of circuit court opinions. In addition, it provides a uniform, administratively feasible structure for courts to apply. If followed, it will allow reasonably diligent working people to bring their ADEA claims six to ten months after they have discovered their injuries, have freed themselves from any employer misconduct, and have first suspected that discrimination may have been behind their loss.
